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Is driving your passion? Be it passion or reckless attitude, people often seem to Motoring Solicitors
due care and attention. This makes the matter worse because often such habits cause serious
accidents. Breaking the traffic rules is very common when proper focus is not put on driving. As a
result, penalty points are there to award you for such reckless driving.

Beware of the traffic rules. Disobeying them can put you into lots of trouble. It can lead to banning of
your license. For every traffic offence, your license will be awarded with a certain amount of penalty
points. When the sum of all these penalty points you received within three consecutive calendar
year becomes 12, totting up will be imposed. This means, your driving license will be banned for a
particular period. The minimum banning period is six months. It may increase according to the type
of offense. So, beware and take careful steps while driving your favorite vehicle. Drinking and
driving is also very risky. In fact, within UK traffic sergeants can ask for driverâ€™s breath test while
stopping a car in the midst of the road.

Refusing breath test is considered a serious offence. Traffic rules within the UK are extremely strict.
People disobeying the rules may even land up in jail! It is not a joke. The traffic rules are extremely
strict and that helps much in preventing the frequency of road accidents. There are special lanes in
the highways. Each lane features for a certain speed limit for the vehicles. Any vehicle exceeding
the speed limit within a lane will be severely penalized. There are road indicators that measure the
speed of the vehicles accordingly. Signal from the indicators will determine the fact that you have
exceeded the speed limit.
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For more information on a Refusing breath test, check out the info available online; these will help
you learn to find the a Motoring Solicitors!
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